Our Reference: 2584

FOI Request dated 08/03/2022 as follows –

(1) For the years 2017 - 2022, I would like to be provided with details on accepted donations (worth over £10,000), gifts (worth over £10,000), grants (worth over £10,000) and funding (worth over £10,000) that have come from Russian individuals, Russian companies, Russian charities, Russian government departments/agencies, and other Russian organisations.

For each donation, gift, grant and funding, I would like the following information:

- Provide the name of the Russian individual/company/charity/government department/agency/organisation that gave the donation/gift/grant/ funding
- The date the university accepted such donation, gift, grant and funding
- The sum and description of the accepted donation, gift, grant and funding
- A description of what the donation, gift, grant and funding was used for

(2) For the years 2017 - 2022, I would like to be provided with details on accepted donations (worth over £10,000), gifts (worth over £10,000), grants (worth over £10,000) and funding (worth over £10,000) that have come from Azerbaijan individuals, Azerbaijan companies, Azerbaijan charities, Azerbaijan government departments/agencies, and other Azerbaijan organisations.

For each donation, gift, grant and funding, I would like the following information:

- Provide the name of the Azerbaijan individual/company/charity/government department/agency/organisation that gave the donation/gift/grant/ funding
- The date the university accepted such donation, gift, grant and funding
- The sum and description of the accepted donation, gift, grant and funding
- A description of what the donation, gift, grant and funding was used for

(3) For the years 2017 - 2022, I would like to be provided with details on accepted donations (worth over £10,000), gifts (worth over £10,000), grants (worth over £10,000) and funding (worth over £10,000) that have come from Kazakhstan individuals, Kazakhstan companies, Kazakhstan charities, Kazakhstan government departments/agencies, and other Kazakhstan organisations.

For each donation, gift, grant and funding, I would like the following information:

- Provide the name of the Kazakhstan individual/company/charity/government department/agency/organisation that gave the donation/gift/grant/ funding
- The date the university accepted such donation, gift, grant and funding
- The sum and description of the accepted donation, gift, grant and funding
- A description of what the donation, gift, grant and funding was used for
Response

No information held – we have not received any donations/funding from the above countries.